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Download Real Steel apk+MOD [v1.37.1] from 5kapks. We provide real steel free for android phones and latest version tables. you can download Real Steel for free just 0ne click. 5kapks provides mod apks, obb data for android devices, better games and app collection at no cost. You just need to visit 5kapks search for
the desire game click on the download button and enjoy. Real Steel v1.43.4 Apk download +obb data+MOD for the latest version of Android. Download Real Steel apk free android game. Real Steel Apk Description Overview for AndroidReal Steel is an action product that requires android operating system for mobile
devices. Latest version of Real Steel v1.43.4 updated with many features. Download the real steel apk for free [v1.43.4] by clicking the button below this page. You can also have the game Fortress Destroyer Apk 5kapks. Developer Pack: com.jumpgames.RealSteelPrimarily based on the dreamworks film starring Hugh
Jackman, the brave action of real steel takes area in a secret international where boxing has long gone high-tech in fate not so far away. Players take their robotics to greatness, battling metal opponents weighing more than 2,000 pounds and reaching up to eight feet tall. Real metallic functions rich gameplay and
excessive replay price along with new event and survival modes. Screen Shorts Real Steel Android App v1.37.1 Real Steel V1.43.4 Apk Features Updated Latest ModChoose your hunting from a selection of 65 Robots! Unlock 10 Special Edition RobotsCompild Custom Robots with your own New Tag Team Mode – 3 vs
3! Multiple Battle Arena Environments Also has much more. Real Steel v1.43.4 Requirements &amp; Compatible VersionsMemory (Ram): 1 GBCpu: 1 ghz +Android 4.0 Ice [Cream Sandwich]Android 4.1 [Jelly Bean]Android 4.4 [Kitkat]Android 5.0 [Lollipop]Android 6.0 [Marshmallow]Tested devices: Samsung S4,
S5,S6,S7 and Samsung Note 4,Note 5You need to click the Button Below to start downloading the free apk from Real Steel. Leads to the Page download. Wait for the upload to start downloading. We provide direct link to download Real Steel with high speed. It is a complete offline installer consisting of apk file. Push the
button and you're ready to go. Apk File35 MBMOD Apk File39 MBObb Data File506 MBHow to download real steel free with data and Install on Android DeviceInstallation Steps for Apk with Obb DataHere are some basic steps you must follow to install real steel successful on your Android device with data. Go to the
phone settings -&gt;Security.In security menu check the Unknown Sources check box to install Real Steel.Download the Real Steel file and download your data that is mainly in obb format. Turn off your 3g connection and wi-fi to install. Now install the game. After the installation is complete, do not open. Extract the Real
Steel Data file using any zip extractor. Now, after extracting, you have a folder with obb(s) files. Put this folder in local sdcard/Android/obb/ and this folder for com.jumpgames.RealSteel. Do not place the obb file without folder because you need to provide the correct path. Now you can run your game without errors.
Reliance Big Entertainment Android 4.1 + Version: $1.84.35 0 Real Steel (MOD, Unlocked) - an action game based on the plot of a popular blockbuster called Real Steel. According to history, events are developing in the distant future, in a world in which all cruel sports are banned and the battle in the arenas of multi-ton
mechanized robots has come to the fore. And so, you have to take under your control a team of metal fighters and try to climb to the top of the rankings. Real Steel mod apk has excellent 3D graphics, realistic physics and tremendous opportunities for the development of the entire team as well as each skin individually.
Updated to version 1.84.35! The story takes place in the not-too-distant future when the human race among boxers has been replaced by a race between robotic boxers in Armored Iron Fist. Charlie Jackman plays Charlie as a boxer who can only make a living digging robotic boxers. One day, an 11-year-old boy named
Max came home. He was the son Charlie never met and had to join Charlie because his mother passed away. Charlie who lived alone had to face the reality of taking care of Max. Both had a major change in their lives and a number of contradictions followed. Occasionally, he discovers an old boxing robot abandoned in
the junkyard and waits long for Charlie to train the robot to be a good boxer. At first, Charlie simply could not discern this robot until he found the robot as unusual, as well as himself, with a certain tenacity to bow to fate. Then, with Charlie's careful tune, the robot, formerly a sparring robot, started off the court with the
chance to challenge the powerful robot boxing champion. Charlie, Myers and the fate of the robot have been on for a long time, and now they have to do is come together to try, a battle steel ring! -APKAward.com As a movie game of the same name, Real Steel has a variety of robots in the film to choose from, each with
its own basic skills. As in american boxing, it's the most basic operation you're squeezing my fist. I don't want to fantasize about the performance of the Kung Fu Fighting Game! The game basically no tricks, defense, attack plus special attack button! The operational interface of the game with the control of virtual buttons!
The steering button is basically used only to move, although according to the next attack, you can play different angles of attack, but you do not look carefully, ignore it! Simple left and right handle is basically the speed and the attack distance is different, defense ~ this it's nothing to say! Real Steel Beyond the click of
boxing, the most useful attack is the batsman and and Attack! Batter is very simple, since the first punch to each other (without defensive status), you continue to point it, the robot will be very happy to play continuous attacks. As for sp, a little I do not know the design of the called, when the SP button is clicked, just hit
the hook. To really resort to nirvana, you must press the SP immediately after the first opponent of boxing, which will unleash the seemingly gorgeous nirvana. When the opponent is hit, you turn off, using the sp attack can finally divide the opponent into pieces. Let you finally cool down! The game is equipped with an
improved system, the basic skill of each robot is divided into ARMOR, POWER and SPEED into three parts, while in Tournament (championship) mode, each person's beat can get a point To strengthen the skill, but to be honest, the enhanced feel almost does not exist as an action fighting game , attack time, demolition
blows, etc. These elements don't need you to consider, just make a good defense, and then point around the boxing bout, come to the SP on OK! But note that there are two meters above the game screen. The top is blood, while blood is below the energy scale. Each punch will be It consumes a little energy, although it
responds over time, but if the energy is less than the red part, the robot will not be able to move . You can't act or defensively, which is completely in the manic cut so no matter how, it's best not to leave the energy below the red part. Although Real Steel is a fighting game, it's not as complicated as the King of Fighters.
More tests are the reaction of players and the use of combined blows. However, even the best combination of boxing also can not compensate for the strength of the gap, a variety of ability to update and needs a lot of game currency, easy for people to go internally without return, so that for the purchase fee is really a
very headache the place. If you put aside that point, the game still has many people admire the place, for example, its impressive image and passion of sound can always evoke the enthusiasm of the fight, the freedom of the robot to create can also be good to attract movie fans, the operation of the game seems very
smooth, as the friends of the fighting game will play very easily Oh! GLOBAL PVP IS HERE! Atom and Zeus bring legendary online multiplayer battles. Take on robot fighters from around the world to win the Ultimate Championship. Top the Global Leaderboard to earn incredible rewards. The time now is to prove your
courage against the greatest real steel fighters on Earth. Fight! Battle in this epic robot combat and fighting game alongside 70 million players. Prove your courage as the true champion in over ten live events like Sports Day, Heavy Weight Terror Nights and in Exciting Daily Daily Exhibition Achieve greatness in the future



of boxing, where gigantic robots powerful punches. Unleash your fighting style with deadly jabs, uppercuts and special moves to earn world belts, collect trophies and knockout friends! UNLEASH ROBOT TITANS Towering over 9 feet tall and weighing over 2000 pounds are its 36 final combat machines, robot titans
&amp; legends, including fan favorite superstars – Zeus, Atom, Noisy boy &amp; Twin Cities.BRAWL REAL-TIME WITH FRIENDS Unleash your true self in multiplayer Wi-Fi &amp; Bluetooth live venue and gain bragging rights while enjoying the winning moment! WIN EXCITING CHALLENGES! Play Career, Multiplayer
and the new Winner Takes All Mode to become the Champion of All Categories.REAL SPORTS EXPERIENCE ACTIONCompild a list of your favorite sports robots and face the Legends in captivating arenas and stadiums. UPDATE &amp; COLOR YOUR CHAMPIONFight and Upgrade your robot to be stronger, faster
and crueler. Color your robot, express yourself and have fun in the paint shop! SHOW YOUR TRIUMPHSWin CHALLENGES and expose your achievements in a new Trophy Room.REACH GLORY IN ARENASReign supreme in 11 large arenas that can barely contain these average machines. RELIVE THE INSPIRING
MOVIEPlay the official boxing game of the hit movie Real Steel. Take your movie-winning robot to amazing title-winning experiences in this successful sequel. JOIN THE ELITE CLUB OF REAL STEEL FANSEnjoy regular news about game updates, robots, features, views, video tips and more for FreeLike us on
Facebook: us on Twitter: player moments on Instagram: game is completely free to download and play. However, some game power-ups can be purchased with real money within the game. You can restrict in-app purchases in your store settings.* Permission:- ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION: Determine your location
for region-based offers- BATTERY_STATS: Allows an app to collect GET_TASKS battery statistics: Allows the app to get information about current or recently running tasks.- RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED: Allows an app to receive the ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED that is transmitted after the system finishes
launching. Startup.
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